MENTAL HEALTH WEEK
This week, Miss Armstrong (mental health lead) organised a number of activities centred on raising children’s ability
to understand and discuss keeping mentally healthy. This included: a show and tell session where children could
share objects that encapsulate their ‘brave’ - something that helped them to explain how they have had to face up to
a challenge so far in their life.
Staff were also asked to share their ‘brave’ and these have been seen on small posters around the school and shared
with the children . Classes have also written thoughts on labels on the theme of ‘Take What you Need’’ - you may
have seen these tied to the railings and you are welcome to take one if what it says strikes a chord with you.
Assemblies have focused around the language of positive mental health and well being.
Today we turned our sweat shirts inside out to show that it is what is on the inside that matters and not just what
can be seen on the outside. Staff have found the children’s responses to activities truly interesting. We hope that
this week may promote conversations around mental well being at home.

Something to cheer winners up…
PTA lottery—1st—Mrs O’Neill, 2nd— Mr Todd 3rd—L Crisp CONGRATULATIONS

FROM MENTAL HEALTH TO MENTAL
CALCULATIONS!!!
On Tuesday the school entered a team in
the Year 5 Maths Challenge which
operates across the county. 205 teams
are taking part this year. There were over
20 teams in our round. The top 3 were
announced at the end with 2 schools
coming joint second behind the eventual
winners by only 2 points! David Cook, the
organiser, commented on the overall high
quality of maths from all teams.
Congratulations to Bailey, Ben, Daniel and
Shrey—for participating. It was a delight
to observe their teamwork and their
enjoyment even though the questions and
tasks were very challenging indeed.

Y6TRIP TO RAF HENDON
As part of their topic on World War 2, Year 6 visited RAF Hendon where they had a drama workshop in which they experienced how life would have been in a classroom in 1941. They took on the
role of children whose school had been bombed and who were being taught in a temporary wooden
building.

The children spotted all the clues in the classroom to show that England was at war: posters, portrait of Churchill, photo of George VI, the Union Jack flag collection box for the war effort.
They were able to identify ways in which education differed to nowadays: having a maths lesson
using the system of Imperial weights and measures; carried out copying exercises using ink pens
and ink wells and preparing labels and identity cards for evacuation purposes. During the session,
the warning sirens sounded—there was no time to leave the classroom to get to the shelter on the
field so the children had to take cover under their desks!
The children also had opportunities during the day to see aircraft from WW2 such as a Spitfire,
a Lancaster and a Kittyhawk (amongst many others). They saw wrecks of planes and
reconstructions. There was a great deal of information to take on board.
The children were also very interested in the information and artefacts in other hangars which focused on more recent warfare history (80s and 90s) and from a century ago in the WW1 hangar.
Many thanks to Mr Sills for organising the trip and to the parent
volunteers for their assistance
throughout the day.
The children took a particular interest in this Harvard aircraft as
it most closely matched our school
uniform in colour!!!

